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Abstract

Let Q be the ring of quotients of the/-ring R with respect to a positive hereditary torsion theory and
suppose Q is a right/-ring. It is shown that if the finitely-generated right ideals of R are principal, then Q is
an/-ring. Also, if QR is injective, Q is an / r ing if and only if its Jacobson radical is convex. Moreover, a
class of po-rings is introduced (which includes the classes of commutative po-rings and right convex/-
rings) over which Q(M) is an /-module for each/-module M.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 06 F 25, 16 A 08, 16 A 86.

1. Introduction

F. W. Anderson (1965) has given necessary and sufficient conditions for the maximal
right quotient ring of an /-ring R to be an/-ring extension ofR, and Steinberg (1972c)
has shown that one of Anderson's conditions describes when the injective hull of a
nonsingular/-module M is an/-module extension of M. In his thesis, Georgoudis
(1972) considered the analogous questions for the ring (module) of quotients Q of an
/-ring (/-module) R with respect to a hereditary torsion theory, and similar
characterizations were given. Also, see Bigard (1973), Zaharoff (1977) and Steinberg
(1978). In this note one of the questions we are concerned with is whether or not Q is
an/-ring extension of R provided QR is an/-module extension of RR. If the finitely
generated right ideals of R are principal this is the case, and if QR is injective it is the
case precisely when the Jacobson radical of Q is a convex ideal.

Throughout, all rings R will have an identity element and all modules will be right
unital modules. A hereditary torsion theory for R is completely determined by its
associated topology £/ of dense right ideals which consists of all right ideals D of R
such that RD is torsion, or by its associated radical f, where t(M) consists of all
elements of the module M which are annihilated by an element of CJ. The module of
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quotients of M is given

Q(M) =

by

= Q(M,

Stuart

•'t(M)) =

A. Steinberg

[ M HomR(D,
De '

M

[0]

where two /?-homomorphisms/and y are equivalent via the equivalence relation ~
if they agree on some De£f. \jj; M -> Q(M) will denote the canonical map. Q{.\1) is
characterized by the conditions: (i) Q(M) is an essential extension of ip(\l). (ii)
Q(M)/{j/(M) is torsion and (iii) Q(M) is 9~-injeetive in the sense that for each De 9
every / e Horn R{D,Q{M)) may be extended to an element of Horn R(R,Q(\1)). For
qeQ(M) we will let

£>„ = [deR: qde^M)) e9.>„
For more details, see Stenstrom (1971) and Goldman 11969).

Whenever CJ is a topology for a po-ring R we will require (/ to be positive in the
sense that DecJ implies D+ Re Q. (X' = {xe X: x ^ 0: denotes the positive cone
of the po-set A'.) Bigard (1973), p. 5-04 has noted that if R is a directed po-ring in
which the square of every element is positive and if { e R. then each topology for R is
positive. We note that a unital po-ring which is 2-semiclosed (that is. 2.x e R * implies
xeR + ) and has squares positive is necessarily directed. For if aeR. then
0 :? (1 -a)2 = 1 - 2 a + a2 yields 2a ^ 1 +a2 s£ 2(1 +a2). So 1 +cr is an upper bound
for {0,a]. Moreover, the following might be noteworthy

LF.MMA 1. Let R be a ring which contains \, and let ry he a topology for R. If De (/
and if A is the right ideal of R generated hy the squares of elements of D. then A e 0'.

PROOF. We will show that 2£>3 R c A, for any right ideal D. If a.heD, then

ab + ba = (a + b)2-a2-h2 = 0 (mod A).

So for each xeR, ahx = —hax. If a,b,ceD and xeR, then

2abcx = abcx+abcx = —bcax — bacx = —beax + bcax = 0.

The module M over the po-ring R is called a po-module (l-module) if M is a
partially-ordered (lattice-ordered) group and A/4" R+ e= \/ + . If the /-module M is
embeddable (both as a module and as a lattice) in a product of totally ordered R-
modules, then M is called an f-module. If it satisfies the condition that
xr A v = 0 (xr A yr = 0) whenever x A y = 0 in M and i e R +, then M is called a p-
module (d-module). An /-module is a p-module and a p-module is a d-module, and if R
is directed a d-module is an /-module. An f-ring is an /-ring R that is embeddable in a
product of totally ordered rings. Equivalently, R is an/:ring if it is a right and left /-
ring, that is, RR and RR are both /-modules. For x in the/module M. if we let

x* = x v 0, x~ = ( — x) v 0 and x; — x* v x~.
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[3] Lattice-ordered modules of quotients 245

then

X = X — X = x + + x and x+ A x = 0.

If £7 is a positive topology then the torsion submodule of each po-module M is a
convex submodule (that is, 0 ^ x ^ y and yet(M) implies xet(M)). So
Mit(M) ^ 4i(M) is a po-module over R/t(R) s ^(R). When M is an/-module t(M) is a
convex /-submodule, so i//(M) is a d-module over i/'fR). Define a positive cone in
Q{M) by

Q{M)+ = [cyeQ(M): 3 De& with qD+ £ i//(M) + }.

Then Q( A/), with this positive cone, is a po-module over the po-ring Q(R). Moreover,
if M is a (/-module, then Q{ Vf) + is the largest positive cone Po(Q(M) for which Q(M)
is a po-module over R and P n i//(M) = ip(M) +. For if P is such a positive cone, then
it is easy to see that P £ (_)(M)+; and if pe()(iVf) + n i//(M), thenO = (pd)~ = p~ (/for
each deD + , where p£>' £ i//(Af)" and Deff. Thus p~ = 0 , pei>(M) + , and
Q(.V/) + n i//(M) = t//(M) . In a similar manner it can be shown that if Q(M) is an/-
module extension of ij/(M), then the positive cone of Q(M) must be Q(M) +.

Since t/>: K --»• Q(R)h an order preserving ring homomorphism it is clear that a po-
module over Q(R) is an /-module ord-module orp-moduleover R provided it is such
an /-module over Q(R). Conversely, if Q{M) is a (/-module over R, then it is a d-
module over Q(R), and hence an /:module over Q(R)~ —Q(R) + , the largest directed
subring of Q(R).

If, for the/module A/K, Q(M) is an ^-/-module extension of ^(Mj, then M will be
called a Df-module, and if Q(R) is an/-ring extension of the/ r ing R, then R will be
called a Df-ring. Georgoudis' (1972) theorem is then

THEOREM 2. Let (S be a positive topology for the directed po-ring R. The following
statements are equivalent for the f-module MR.

(a) M is a Qf-module.
(b) If qeQ(M) and dxul2eD*, then (qdx)

+ A (qd2)~ = 0.
(c) ifqeQ(M) there exists D<=9 such that qD £ ij/{M)and{qdl)

+ A (qd2)~ = 0/or
d1,d2eD + .

Moreover, the f-rinq R is a Qf-ring if and only if RR is a & f-module and satisfies:
(d) IfqeQ(R)+ and dl.d2eD^ with dY /\ d2 = 0, then qd^ A \jj{d2) = 0.

If N is a submodule of the module M, then the closure of N in M (relative to the
topology CJ) is defined by Cl(N)/N = t(M/N). If N is an /-submodule (convex
submodule) of the ^-module M, then C1(N) is an /-submodule (convex submodule) of
M. Consequently if N is an /-submodule (convex submodule) of the £>/-module M,
then Q(N) = C/e(M)(i//(/V)) is an /-module extension of i/^N) (convex submodule of
Q(M)). So the class of S'/modules is closed under /-submodules. This fact and the
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fact that the direct product of a family of torsion-free ^//-modules is a S/-module
yields that it is also closed under direct sums. We also note that if Q is a right exact
functor and N is a convex /-submodule of the ^/-module M, then M/N is a 2f-
module. For Q(M/N) s Q(M)/Q(N) as modules, and since

S M/ClM(N),

Q(M/N) is an /-module extension of ip(M/N).

2. Finiteness conditions

A module M is called 3>-closed if Q{M) = M. A topology Q is perfect if
@(M) = M (X)R G(K) for each MR. Other characterizations of a perfect topology are
given in Stenstrom (1971), Theorem 13.1. Part of one of these is that a directed union
of ^-closed modules is ^-closed. The next theorem, which generalizes Steinberg
(1972c) Theorem 3.15, shows that the ^/-property is a local property. Recall that the
polar of a subset X of the /-module MR is the convex /-submodule

X' = {yeM: |y | A | x | = 0 for each xeX}.

THEOREM 3. Let Q) be a positive topology for the directed po-ring R, and assume that
Q is a right exact functor. Let M be an R-f-module and suppose that either

(a) iA(M) is a subdirect product of totally ordered torsion-free modules and the union
of a chain of ^-closed convex l-submodules is Q-closed, or

(b) ii{M) has the maximum condition on convex l-submodules.
Then M is a 3f-module if and only if each principal convex l-submodule CR(g) is a Qf-
module.

PROOF. We first note that (b) implies that i/f(M) is embeddable in a finite product of
totally ordered torsion-free modules. For if JV is a polar of ij/(M), then ij/(M)/N is
torsion-free. Now the intersection of the maximal polars is 0, and if AT is a maximal
polar, then I/J(M)/N is totally ordered (see Conrad (1970), p. 2.9).

Now suppose that every principal convex /-submodule CR(g) is a ^/-module. If
q>{M) is a totally ordered torsion-free homomorphic image of M, then cp(M) has this
same property since Q is right exact. Moreover, since \jt(M) is a subdirect product of
the<p(Af), if each <p(M) is a ^/-module, then so is M. Thus we may assume that M is
totally ordered and torsion-free.

Let qeQ(M) and for each deD+ let Qd = Q(CR(qd)) s Q(M). Each Qd is a Q-
closed convex (totally ordered) submodule of Q(M), and, since M is totally ordered,
{Qd} ' s a chain. By hypothesis T= \JdQd is £?-closed. Clearly, Tis an/-module
extension of N = (Jd CR(qd) and in fact T= Q(N). Now qD^ cz T, so qeT; and if
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dud2eD + , then

{qd^ A (qd2)~ = q+ dl A q~ d2 = 0 .

But then M is a ^/-module by Theorem 2.

Bigard (1973), Proposition 8, has shown that if @ contains a cofinal subset of
finitely generated right ideals (equivalently, each directed union of ^-closed
modules is ^-closed, Stenstrom (1971), Proposition 12.2), then every torsion-free/-
module is a subdirect product of totally ordered torsion-free/-modules. This is not
true without this finiteness condition (see Steinberg (1972c), Proposition 2.7).

Next we consider sufficient conditions for M to be a ^/-module if
Q(M) — M (X)R Q(R). A prime subgroup of the /-group M is a convex /-subgroup N
such that M/N is totally ordered. In an/-module a minimal prime sub-group is a
submodule (Steinberg (1972a), 1.1, or Conrad and Diem (1971), 2.1). If xeM, then
annx = {reR: xr = 0}.

THEOREM 4. Let 3 be a positive topology for thef-ring R, and assume that RR is a 3f-
module. Suppose that the po-set of cyclic submodules of\jj(M) is directed, and that for
each x e ij/(M)there is a minimal prime subgroup P ofR, such that ami x <= P. Then if
Q(M) = M ®RQ(R), M is a &f module.

PROOF. Let {P3: aeA} be the collection of minimal prime subgroups of R, and let
C, be the convex /-submodule of \p(M) generated by ij/(M)P:i. Take 0 < x e f ) C I , ,
and let fie A be such that annx s Pp. Since xeCp, x < zp for some z£i/^(M)+ and
pe Pp . Since Pp is a minimal prime subgroup, by Johnson and Kist (1962), Theorem
6.5, there exists r e R + \ Pp with p A r = 0. But then pr = 0 and so 0 < xr ^ zpr = 0.
Thus re Pp, which is impossible. So f] C^ = 0, and i/f(M) is a subdirect product of a
family of/-modules {Nj}, where for each Nj there exists an a such that Nj is a totally
ordered module over the totally ordered ring Ra = R/Px-

Let q = X X , ® U , G M ®RQ{R), and take DeS and yeM with utD<^ R and
x ( ® 1 ={y®l)ri for each j . If dud2eD + , then

If f > 0, then in some

(y® IMS»-,«,<*,)> 0>(j>

Now Nj is an Ra-module and since RR is a ^-/-module, Y.riuid\ and '£riuid2 are
either both positive or both negative in Rr So the previous inequalities are
impossible and t = 0.

We note that in Example 3.7 of Steinberg (1972c), there is an example of an/-
module which satisfies the hypothesis of this theorem yet which is not a ^/-module.
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In that example MR is simple, 3 is perfect and R is an /-ring that is not an/-ring,
though Q(R) is an /-ring extension of ij/(R) = R.

3. Does (a) imply (d) in Theorem 2 ?

We continue to assume that Q is a positive topology for the directed po-ring R. It
is unknown if a unital right/-ring is an/-ring. We suspect that if RR is a {//-module,
then in fact, Q(R) is an/-ring. One reason for this is that in a unital right/-ring 1 = 0 .
Thus, by Birkhoff and Pierce (1956), p. 60, the identity \ x~ = 0 is satisfied, and
hence the right/-ring Q(R) is very close to being an/-ring. In particular, by a result of
Diem's (1968) it is an/-ring modulo its lower radical. Of course, the following two
statements are equivalent:

1. A unital right/-ring is an/-ring.
2. If £r is a positive topology for the right/:ring R and if RR is a (//-module, then R

is a i/f-ring.
We consider two special cases of this question.

LEMMA 5. IfR is a Sf-ring and qeQ(R), then there exists Dei/ such that DR is an
l-submodule of RR and D s Dq.

PROOF. Let a = s — t where s,teQ(R) +. The sublattice of R generated by Dsn D, is

D = { V /\dtj.dIJeD,nD,}.
j >

and it is an /-submodule of RR. Also

4( V A dn) = V AsdV - V A tdU e W)• so D ̂  Dr
An /-ring is called right convex if each of its right ideals is aconvex /-subgroup.

Regular /-rings and left injective/-rings are right convex (Steinberg (1973)).
Georgoudis (1972) has shown that each/-module is a .9/-module ifR is an /:ring that
is either commutative or right convex. Also, see Anderson (1965) and Steinberg
(1973). Henriksen(1977), p. 407, has considered the following condition on an /-ring
R.

(*) 0 s$ x ^ y2 implies xeyR.

Let us call a po-ring a (**)-ring if it has the commutative property

(**) 0 «S x sg y implies xy eyR +.

Note that all commutative po-rings, right convex /-rings and left /-rings satisfying
Henriksen's condition are (**)-rings.
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THEOREM 6. Let R be a directed (**)-po-ring, and let 3 be a positive topology for R.
Then every f-module M over R is a &f-module. If R is an f-ring, then it is a &f-ring.

PROOF. Let qeQ(M) and let De9 with qD £ \j/(M). Take dl,d2,xeD + , and let
d = d{ +d2 + x. Since dt <i d there exists rieR+ with dtd = drv Then

= (qdr j) A (qdr2)' = (qd) + r, A (qd)~ r2 = 0.

So .Vf is a {//-module by Theorem 2.
If R is an /:ring and d1 A d2 = 0, then, using the notation of the previous

paragraph (with 0 ^ q),

0 s£ [_qdx A i/V(</2)]x ^ Hq V 1)^, A (q V I)d2]d

= U/ V ljc/r, A (̂  v l)dr2 = (q v l)d|>i A r2]

Thus, again by Theorem 2, R is a £//-ring.

Note that the previous argument did not require R to be unital. So if R is a (**)-/-
ring whose left annihilator is 0, then the maximal right quotient ring of R is an/-ring
extension of R. Also if 9 contains a cofinal subset £ such that for each D e 6" the po-
set [dR+ \deD+] is directed above, then a similar argument gives the conclusion of
the theorem.

COROLLARY 7. Suppose that R is an f-ring and for each q e Q(R) the po-set
[dR: deDq] is directed above. Then R is a Q'f-ring if and only if each Dq contains a
dense l-submodule of RR.

PROOF. The condition is necessary by Lemma 5. Conversely, suppose that D is a
dense /-submodule of RR. and let qeQ(R) with qD c tj/(R). Udl,d2eD", take deD
with d{ R + d2R *— dR. Then dt = dr{ for some rt,r2e R, and also d{• = \d | | rt• | with
d | e D. So (dR1" |deDj is directed above, and hence R is a S/-ring by the remarks

preceding the corollary.

COROLLARY 8. Suppose that each finitely generated right ideal of the f-ring R is
principal. \fc/ is a positive topology for R, then the following statements are equivalent.

(a) R is a <~/f-rina.
(b) R is a Qf-module.
(c) Each Dq contains a dense i-submodule of RR.
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250 Stuart A. Steinberg [8]

PROOF. It suffices to verify that (b) implies (a), that is, that (a) implies (d) in
Theorem 2. So suppose that qeQ{R) +, that dud2eDq with dl A d2 = 0, and that
dx R + d2 R = d R . T h e n d = dx a + d b a n d , s i n c e \d^ a \ A \d2 b \ = 0 ,

\d\ = \ d l a \ + \ d 2 b \ = d^ | a | + d | b | e D q .

Since dt = drt = \d\ |r,-1, as in the verification of (d) in Theorem 6,

0 ^ , A <p(d2) ^(qv 1 ) \ d | ( | r, | A | r21) = 0.

LEMMA 9. The following statements are equivalent for the right injective right f-ring
S.

(a) S is an f-ring.
(b) If s > 1, ffteH s is invertible.
(c) T/?e Jacobson radical J{S) of S is a convex ideal.
(d) If A is a nonzero right annihilator of S, then A+ # 0.

PROOF. We know that (a) implies each of (b), (c) and (d). Also, (b) implies (a). For
suppose that x,y,zeS + and x A y = 0. Let s = z VI. Since squares are positive in
S, s~' = s(s~1)2 eS + . But then multiplication by s is a lattice homomorphism
(Steinberg (1972b), Lemma 1), and so

0 ^ zx A y ^ sx A sy = s(x A y) = 0.

Thus S is a left /-ring and hence an /-ring.
(c) implies (b). By Steinberg (1976), Lemma 5, the idempotents of S are central, and

since the idempotents of S = S/J(S) can be lifted to S, the regular ring S is strongly
regular by Lambek (1966), p. 102. Since J(S) is convex, S is a po-ring. Thus if s ^ 1
and sx = 0, then 0 = sx2 ^ x2 ^ 0 yields that x = 0. So s, and hence s also, is
invertible.

(d) implies (b). If s ^ 1, then its right annihilator is 0, and, since S is right injective, s
has a left inverse which must be two-sided since idempotents are central.

COROLLARY 10. IfRR is a Qsf-module and Q(R)R is injective, then R is a 3f-ring if and
only if Q(R) satisfies one (and hence all) of the conditions of Lemma 9.

PROOF. If Q(R) is an injective right R-module, then it is also an injective right Q(R)-
module by Stenstrom (1971), p. 41.

If R is an/-ring and RR is a ^/-module, then (with some identification) we may
assume that

R = {<leQ(RY multiplication by \q\ is a lattice homomorphism of Q}.
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[9] Lattice-ordered modules of quotients 251

So R is a convex /-subring of Q, Q is a two-sided R-/-bimodule, and the largest
convex /-subgroup of each Dq is a dense right ideal. Thus S> contains a cofinal subset
of right /-ideals. So to show that the right/-ring Q is an/-ring it suffices to do so under
these special conditions.

ADDED IN PROOF: With regard to the first paragraph of section 3, a unital right/-
ring that is not an/-ring has been constructed.
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